Name ___________________________
iNaturalist Username ____________________
Period _____

iNaturalist Contest Submission
This form is due ____________________
Use the grading rubric “excellent” column (within “iNaturalist”) for guidance.
Focus on NATIVE organisms and a VARIETY of TAXA.
NOTE: Group member(s) of this winner could also be a winner IF (and only if) they regularly assist with genuine
identification and support of research grade observations of each of their group members as documented through
iNaturalist.org. If the group members did NOT regularly respond to each of the iNaturalist’s observations, this/these
group members will not also win.

1. Click “View leaderboard” on our iNaturalist project page.
2. Click on your iNaturalist username found here.
3. You will see “Contributions from”(your iNaturalist username) to (our project)”. If some
or all of your observations are not here, you did not add some or all of your observations
to the project so you should do that now!
4. List your “Stats”:
______Taxa Observed
______Total Observations
______ Research-Grade Observations
______ Research-Grade Observations ID’d to Species or Lower
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